HEWRAG Special Session
Autism Awareness and Empowerment

PDG Miguel A. Martinez Pereyra
HEWRAG Director

SAVE THE DATE!
ROTARY CONVENTION
Tuesday June 4th
4.00 pm:5.00 pm
Osaka 2 & 3 Room

PANELISTS
Ricardo Saldana Jorge Del Hoyo Luis Aguilar GD Horacio Mollo PDG Richard Clarke
1. WHAT IS AUTISM?

2. WHAT ACTIONS AND PROJECTS WE CARRY OUT IN THIS PERIOD. 2018-2019.

1. OBJECTIVES AND GOALS IN THE SHORT AND LONG TERM
WHAT IS AUTISM?

• ASD Autism Spectrum Disorder is a developmental disability that appear during early childhood.

• Affect the communication and interaction with others, having different degrees.

• An early Diagnosis and Appropriate Services supports improves outcomes.
THREE DRIVERS

✓ TECHNOLOGY
✓ HOUSING
✓ EMPLOYMENT
Our "DANE" project carries 112,000 downloads in 16 published apps.
APAdeA and the employability Agreement with SAP